Keith-Rhind-Fitzgerald: Grading of Population making the first rough selection. There were certain physical disabilities which, if present, did enable one to know that the candidate could not be efficient.
There always remained the question as to whether the man chosen was really an efficient recruit. It was in this respect that a great advance had been made by the Royal Air Force. The tests Captain Flack had proposed were, he thought, accurate, reliable and effective, and constituted a great advance on anything done before in any country. In this, he considered, one was witnessing an extension of the movement introduced by Sir James Mackenzie, a very common-sense movement, namely, that the chief test of heart, lungs, &c., was, how did they do their work ? There might be other physiological tests which gave a clue to efficiency straight away.
He congratulated the Air Force on having introduced what he regarded as the ideal method of classifying men, namely, the physiological method.
Sir DUNCAN RHIND said his remarks on this subject were more from the lay point of view, namely, in association with man power in the Ministry of National Service. He was responsible to some extent for the statistics on which the report was based. It had sometimes been said that the statistics were a result of the examinations during the last year of the war, and were not, therefore, an indication of the true average health of the nation. But one fact which emerged could be relied upon, namely, that there was a very serious percentage of men who were not fit for military or other service whatever. Those unfits were always with us; they were examined as they came of age, and he had had evidence that those figures were very closely correct; the percentage of unfits was much higher than it ought to have been, and it was so of youths at the age of 18.
From the point of view of man-power, it was a very difficult problem to produce examination by tests such had been detailed that evening, on which the fitness of the nation could be based. Still, he thought it most important that there should be tests by which the training and development, even of these youths, could be successfully traced and recorded.
Dr. WILLIAM FITZGERALD said that perhaps he could speak with some force on this question of grading according to fitness, seeing that during the war he was engaged solely in the examination of recruits in Liverpool, where a great many passed through his hands, perhaps 30,000. He also served on the much-maligned War Office Boards, and he could bear out what Sir Duncan Rhind said as to the percentage of unfit men being far higher than it should be. Even in 1916, when the examiners were left alone, they still found 30 per cent. only of the men fit for general service. In Liverpool he recognized the importance of some effort being made to estimate the fitness of the population; he also realized that to a certain extent they were dealing with a residual population, in the national service sense. He found the boys of 18 very disappointing, as large numbers were unfit for service. In a large measure that was because they were suffering from conditions which could easily have been remedied if the attempt had been made earlier in their lives-conditions affecting the feet, tonsils, ears and nose.
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